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“They’ve finally come up with
the perfect office computer. If
it makes a mistake, it blames
another computer. ”
~Milton Berle

Natural
Selection
By Dan Maher ~ Daily Bull

Natural selection, survival of
the fittest is being jeopardized by the U.S. government. Recently the geniuses
in power decided to make it
harder to get over the counter medication. The fear is
over people being able to
get “strong” drugs and being able to create things like
meth. So now apparently
people with sinusitis and/or
colds can be considered
drug lords.
So there I was…at Thee
Wallmart, looking for something stronger for my sinusitis.
The product I needed had a
card that is supposed to be
brought up to the pharmacist.
Then just like buying alcohol, I
get carded. Not just carded,
he takes my license number.
Now I’m wondering WTF? So
apparently the government,
with all of its spare time, decided to make this medication harder to get. Mind you
...see Selection on back

Blockbuster Ideas
By Nicholas Jimenez ~ Daily Bull

Home movies. They’re classic and up
to the genius or mania of the director;
best of all they’re cheap entertainment
that can be distributed like candy thanks
to free web hosting like YouTube and
Google Video. I personally have a few
suggestions for future student movies to
come into reality. So listen up to these
suggestions Michigan Tech directors!

a homework assignment given so large,
so immense, that the students are consumed one-by-one by this evil horror,
which seemingly cannot be stopped.
Forget “The Grudge” or the “The Ring”,
“The Assignment” is what will really scare
chillin’s!
Romeo and Computerette: Romance
film
Basically another remake of William
Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet,” but
modernized between a young teenager
and their computer. The teenager grows
up with his computer from an early age,
discovers that it brings him true love and
happiness, and ends up wedding it for
better or worse. Computers age you
know. How long will the marriage last?
Will the passion be awkward? All this and
more would be featured in this potential
blockbuster hit.

Dance Dance Revolution: The Epic
This movie will feature the epic struggle
of a kid who can only win his fights
through Dance Dance Revolution (DDR)
the videogame. It will involve his struggle
to find social acceptance, cultural acceptance, and physical acceptance. The
premise will involve the main star being
an obese American child who, thanks
to discovering DDR, will be able to lose
weight, join the dance team, and eventually find who he really is. Video games
have never been so powerful, definitely
a tear-wrencher.
Rocking Out: Adventure/Thriller Film
Rocks are probably the most abundant
The Assignment: The Horror Film
minerals in this ‘Copper County’, making
All high school and college students this one particularly low budget. This
fear what they do not understand, what movie would show intense footage of
follows them home every week, what rock climbers venturing any of the mounjust won’t go away no matter how hard tains on the landscape and of course
they try. That evil thing is none other than falling off as their journey gets more difHOMEWORK!! Muahahaha! (Cue crackling ficult. Low supplies and cannibalism are
thunder noises!) Thus the director can optional. Best results would be to film
merely make a horror movie involving
...see Blockbuster on back

I’m not voting Gov. Granholm back in because
she designed Michigan a crappy quarter!

Dave’s Corner: Decode the Message
By Dave Klemens ~ Daily Bull

To tide you over in class, I have taken a message
and, being the math major I am, encrypted it.
Try and figure out what the message is.

dsdagcippliuy betunnqwlmmloo
wnaegld 954 132500
wdiakkloiksaevvr 142067800
fuurcoemme pgoihhzmmzkoaoo

I promise, cross my heart, hope to die, stick a
needle in my eye, that there is a message there.
The message relates to the Daily Bull in some way,
shape, or form.

need to card you for everything you
buy? I swear every time I go there
to buy anything I have to have some
Now that the ideas are out there, all one dee-dee-dee come check my ID. Apneeds are bored people, a camera, parently if you are underage and you
are sick, you’re SOL.
and some passion. Yes, that kind.
...Blockbuster from front

this during the winter.

...Selection from front

I was only buying a box of 48-30mg
caplets, not a freaking case. Then after
that fun I asked if I needed to pose for
a mug shot. So then I go to take the
box and leave, but I have to pay for it
then and there, WTF?
So what I have determined is that
lawmakers can’t do math. The same
drug as I purchased can be bought in
a 10mg boxes without all this hassle,
stay with me here, which is just a third
the strength, so if I were to produce
meth I would simply buy three times
the amount of the weaker.
So why the hell does Thee Wallmart
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invisible, or see those that are invisible.
The pros and cons of each are quite
numerous, and in some ways it would
be great to have both as they work in
synergy, but the tricky thing about this
bifurcation is that many of the abilities
accompanying each invisibility and
Why make these things harder to get? x-ray vision overlap; as in, to a point
If anything it should be getting easier. they serve the same function.
When you’re old enough to take care
of yourself, you should be able to In the realm of perversion, invisibility
buy anything. This way people that allows you to peep like no Tom before
use/make the drugs will probably over- you, while x-ray vision lets you peep
dose and not be a problem anymore, at anyone, any time. In infiltration,
curtailing those drug problems. This is invisibility allows you to circumnavinatural selection, if you’re too stupid gate many security installations, while
to not do things that will kill you, you x-ray vision allows you to perceive
will not survive. This concept has been all security measures (not just readily
proven over and over again by people visible ones, so you can discern RFID
that step in front of large, moving ob- scanner waves, security lasers, etc.).
jects. Now if the government would In combat the enemy cannot see you
stop with this seatbelt enforcement (but can still smell you, hear you, feel
ticketing….
you, etc.) if you’re invisible, but if you
have x-ray vision you can detect any
flaws or weaknesses in the enemy’s
defenses, their back-up forces, their
hidden arsenals, etc.

Bull vs. Bull

The basic difference between the two
is that invisibility has a much smaller
scope than x-ray vision, but invisibility
X-Ray Vision ~ Joel Fox
is much more effective in this limited
Super powers are a sort of hypotheti- scope. Personally, in a world inhabited
cal situation that everyone can enjoy
conversing about, especially with the
ease at which they are attained (usually exposure to some sort of normally Invisibility would be an amazing
cancer-causing reagent) and the range super power for a college student
of the various super powers out there to have; in fact I say it would be the
(from super strength to converting ro- best. Just think about it for a moment;
bots into tricycles). Some super pow- what would you do with invisibility?
ers are by definition mutually exclusive, I know that there are several things
except in certain rare circumstances; that I would instantly have to do just
super speed and density increase, because I could. The really great thing
shapeshifting and conjuration, and, of about being invisible is that you can
still touch crap and nothing will see
course, invisibility and x-ray vision.
you touch it unless they have thermal
The dichotomy of invisibility vs. x-ray vision. Okay, so now on to what you
vision is a tricky one; either you can be could be doing while invisible.

Invisibility or X-Ray Vision

with such super beings as myself—with
powers far greater than mine, and in
much greater number and breadth—I
would definitely go with x-ray vision,
as it keeps me informed and makes me
more adept at dealing with a wide span
of super-problems.

Invisibility ~ Nick Leatherman
You would definitely have to screw
with people that you don’t like. You
could trip them, poke at them, and
make their beds shake while they are
sleeping. The possibilities are endless.
I mean we all saw Harry Potter and
remember when he randomly threw
snowballs while invisible; perfect
idea!
We all know we have to mess with the
opposite sex a bit as well…. So, locker
room anyone? Sit in the room while
they are changing and take a picture, I

mean, all they would see is a camera
floating away that just magically took
their picture. Okay, so maybe that is a
bad idea, but you could definitely get
some nice random groping in.
After you are satisfied with that/take a
break from it, you can go and cause
some havoc. Make things float, then
have a friend come in and act like he is
getting rid of some ghosts for a measly
$500. That could be some good business, in fact the Brothers Grimm did it,
and as Jacob says, “There is quite a bit
of money to make.”
If you would prefer to live a life in a
more adventurous manner, I am sure
some government would love a spy
that can turn invisible.
Personally, I would just have fun being naked everywhere because you
know the invisibility doesn’t make your
clothes invisible.

Ski & Snowboard Tent SALE!
One Day Only - Saturday - Oct 14
10 Monster Hours - 9am - 7pm

40-70% Off All 2007 Equipment On Sale
Last Year’s Madshus - Rossignol - Burton - Patagonia
Dakine - Volkl - Tecnica - Ride - Line
Equipment
Salomon - Marker - Karhu - 22 Designs
& Clothing
Financing Available

20% Off
2007
Winter
Clothing

12 Months NO Payment
NO money Down

All Sales are Final

